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Teishin-Therapy in a Western 

Hospital 

 

By Christian Nix, MA, LAc 

 

The overwhelming prevalence of common complaints like pain and stress are 

-- in some way -- the niche market of physical medicine.  No matter how grievous a 

patient's condition -- heart disease, cancer, diabetes, et al, -- quite nearly 100% of 

patients seeking medical attention need relief from pain, stress or both.  

 

I work in a tiny rural hospital in Guatemala, Central America. My experience 

there has been a rare, but not unpredictable win-win-win situation - something not 

often spoken or heard of in medicine. The hospital wins because they - having the 

open-minded foresight to recognize the value of what I offer - provide better service 

to their patients and the community. The patient wins because they leave delighted 

at finding an affordable way to feel better (we charge $1.25) that requires minimal 

time (20 minutes), and has no real adverse affects the way 

pharmaceutical medicines often do. I win because I get to share my 

skills and cut my teeth learning and gaining experience in a 

professional Western setting. I am an acupuncturist and no other 

physical medicine is better suited to quick, affordable, safe 

treatment of pain and stress than acupuncture. But the reality is 

that needles are only part - albeit an important part - of the picture. 

 

This article describes some of the key lessons one can use in seeking to offer 

their massage or other physical medicine skills in a conventional Western setting. 

My aim is to impart not only clinical insight but also some of the administrative do’s 

and don’ts of working into such a situation. In the first place, one need not be an 

acupuncturist to approach a hospital or conventional medical clinic.  The array of 
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physical-medicine skills which bring benefit to patients with pain and stress are 

numerous and varied.  The issue is speed and efficacy of delivery.  While there are 

benefits to private practice -- no boss, set your own hours, etc. - there are great 

benefits to be derived and lessons to be learned from working in a conventional 

setting. Being in a western hospital is, in fact, like spying, or undercover work. One 

gets to see firsthand how hard MD’s work, as well as some of the ludicrous 

restraints and pressures placed upon them by existing medical orthodoxy. This 

alone reduces some of the sense of us vs. them that tends to surface from both 

holistic practitioners and conventional professionals alike.  Once you are in, it's 

‘we’re in this together’ and if you find yourself unable to feel like part of the team, 

the best decision is to depart.  

 

The demand for physical medicine to relieve pain and stress is as enormous 

as it is obvious. The first rule of thumb when seeking to offer services to a 

conventional practice is to show value. Don't pass up any opportunity - without 

being obnoxious - to convey how your presence and skills will greatly increase their 

standing among their patients and the community. Offer to present to them and be 

ready to demonstrate how you can help. When presenting, be brief and simple. 

Avoid any language that will make the hard-core science minded ill-at-ease. I once 

had an orthopedic surgeon ask me during an interview, “do you have to burn 

incense and use strong smelling oils?” Remember that MD’s generally will not share 

either your understanding or your beliefs and will much appreciate a conciliatory 

attitude with regard to what they see as frills and spiritual mumbo-jumbo. This 

brings us to the most important clinical advice I can give: rule # 2, make your 

practice in the hospital or conventional setting as ‘quick and dirty’ as you can 

without sacrificing results.   

 

Simplifying your practice to the absolute essentials for effective results 

requires clarity and real mastery of the basics. Aim to treat specific complaints and 

do away with the shotgun approach of whole body massage for reducing stress.  No 

time for that. A patient is stressed; target one area. Shoulders and neck or low back 
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in knees (wherever); treat this area with pressure point shiatsu massage or a series 

of quick, therapeutic applications. Get the result, however small, and send in the 

next patient.  

 

Here I must digress for the purposes of completeness to describe a technique 

I've found useful and which massage professionals who seek to make an impression 

in a conventional setting will do well to consider adopting.   Teishin means pressure 

tool. It is nothing more nor less than the application of extremely focused pressure 

at a given point on the body - usually a meridian point or other acu-point already 

well known by massage professionals with knowledge of meridian theory - using an 

implement of steel or precious stones or metals.  

 

The beauty of teishin is the rapidity with which points may be stimulated. I 

cannot use needles on every patient for various diagnostic reasons. But with teishin 

in-hand, I routinely apply pressure to four to six points -- usually on the distal 

extremities, ear, hand and/or scalp -- and literally watch my patients transform 

right before my eyes.  As an adjunct to existing massage and bodywork skills, teishin 

provides a layer and level of treatment that I believe is unrivaled for efficacy, 

simplicity of use and the breadth of application it allows. Teishin has extended my 

range of treatment skills to elderly and pediatric clientele without requiring extra 

time for these more delicate patients. Patients report and seem to exhibit effects 

very near to the effects of treatment with acupuncture needles. Since teishin therapy 

does not break the skin there is no need for regulation, nor any great fuss over 

sanitation and sterilization.  

 

In Guatemala the people are long-suffering and their durability and 

endurance of pain is in sharp contrast to the US patient-population who are 

generally less able to endure and do not expect to suffer pain during therapy. 

Teishin – in conjunction with massage or acupuncture - is an almost perfectly suited 

in-between that allows you the practitioner to get results while the patient remains 

at-ease, unafraid of any insertion of needles or any excruciating deep-tissue style 
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treatment. For quick and dirty results, teishin works.  For a hospital or other 

conventional setting, this quick and effective delivery motif is essential. 

 

Your ability to land a hospital gig is as much dependent on your clinical skills 

as it is on your ability to present yourself in a manner that lets them think of you as 

an asset and not a liability. Target the areas not well treated by Western medicine – 

i.e. stress and functional complaints arising from chronic disease.  Work up a 15 to 

20 minute talk with visuals and references to give it weight. Then dress to impress 

and go for it. Getting into a conventional setting like a Western hospital is not as 

daunting as one might believe. Remember also that the public wants your skills and 

many Western physicians - either grudgingly or enthusiastically – embrace the 

myriad benefits of holistic practice. With that in mind, you actually hold some pretty 

powerful cards in negotiating the possibility of gaining access to a conventional 

setting. Propose a trial period. If you are good and can really deliver, this trial period 

is all you will need.   
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